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Abstract. The concept of blind analysis, a key procedure to remove the human-based sys-
tematic error called confirmation bias, has long been an integral part of data analysis in
many research areas. In cosmology, blind analysis is recently making its entrance, as the
field progresses into a fully fledged high-precision science. The credibility, reliability and
robustness of results from future sky-surveys will dramatically increase if the effect of con-
firmation bias is kept under control by using an appropriate blinding procedure. Here, we
present a catalog-level blinding scheme for galaxy clustering data apt to be used in future
spectroscopic galaxy surveys. We shift the individual galaxy positions along the line of sight
based on 1) a geometric shift mimicking the Alcock-Paczynski effect and 2) a perturbative
shift akin to redshift-space distortions. This procedure has several advantages. After com-
bining the two steps above, it is almost impossible to accidentally unblind. The procedure
induces a shift in cosmological parameters without changing the galaxies’ angular positions,
hence without interfering with the effects of angular systematics. Since the method is ap-
plied at catalog level, there is no need to adopt several blinding schemes tuned to different
summary statistics, likelihood choices or types of analyses. By testing the method on mock
catalogs and the BOSS DR12 catalog we demonstrate its performance in blinding galaxy
clustering data for relevant cosmological parameters sensitive to the background expansion
rate and the growth rate of structures.ar
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1 Introduction
Thanks to a coordinated observational and theoretical effort over the past two decades, cos-
mology has entered the precision era. Precision cosmology rests on the extremely successful
standard model of cosmology, the flat ΛCDM model, which provides a coherent and precise
description of a suite of observations ranging from the early to the late Universe. Two main
components of the model, dark energy with an equation of state parameter w = −1 equiva-
lent to a cosmological constant Λ, and cold dark matter (CDM), are poorly understood and
may be considered as effective descriptions for the true model’s ingredients, which are yet to
be found.
The goal to shed light on these components and their nature, as well as exploring other
fundamental physics, is the main driver for forthcoming, observational efforts, especially for
large-scale structure surveys as e.g. DESI [1], Euclid [2], LSST [3] and SKA [4]. Especially the
LSS experiments listed above have the potential to induce a paradigm change in cosmology,
since they will be sensitive to the cosmological parameters at nearly the same precision level
as current CMB experiments as Planck [5].
Unaccounted systematic errors may be interpreted as signs of new physics. This is a risk
that should be mitigated at all costs. Conversely however, signs of new physics may appear
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as unexpected results, which the experimenter might attribute to systematic errors. It is
therefore imperative to have an exquisite control on the systematic errors, which is ideally
achieved by fulfilling the following conditions:
1. All potential sources of systematic errors need to be identified.
2. Each systematic needs to be modeled appropriately.
3. Their effect on the posterior distribution needs to be explored and correctly included
in the systematic error budget of the final result.
While this is well known and a significant effort of the community is devoted to these
aims with important successes, a basic question remains to be answered: at which point the
search for further systematics may stop? This is the aspect more prone to confirmation bias:
we, as scientists and human beings, unconsciously tend to accept results faster if they are in
agreement with previous findings, than if they disagree.
One promising way of avoiding experimenter’s bias is to carry out blind data analyses,
where the original data vector is transformed as to hide the true signal in a controlled way
before running the analysis pipeline. If suitably implemented, this allows for studying the
degeneracies of systematic effects with theoretical models while being blind to the underlying
values of the model parameters.1 Once the analysis of the blinded data is finalised, i.e. the
three conditions mentioned above are fulfilled, the analysis pipeline is frozen and either
applied to the original data, or the results are unblinded.
The concept of blinding has already entered several fields of natural sciences. For the
first time it was used in experimental particle physics in the 90’s for the detection of the
rare K0 → µe decay [6]. They made use of the hidden signal box technique, that excludes
the parameter space from the analysis, where the signal is expected. The “hidden box”
is opened after the free parameters related to the experiment are fixed. There are various
blinding techniques used for different problems in particle physics, which are reviewed in
[7]. An alternative is adding fake signals. This method called “salting” was used by the
LIGO-Virgo collaboration to test whether the claimed sensitivity to detect a gravitational
wave event was accurate [8].
In cosmology we usually do not measure signals or events that can be separated from
a background. Instead, we observe light from the sky, compute statistical quantities from
its distribution and use these to infer the underlying cosmological model. Thus different
blinding techniques need to be developed for cosmology. In general, there are three different
levels, at which cosmological data can be blinded:
• Level 1: at the catalog level.
• Level 2: at the level of summary statistics.
• Level 3: at the level of cosmological parameter inference.
1In what follows we refer to the values of the model parameters preferred by the data as model’s parameters
underlying values. We prefer this nomenclature to true values which is often used, because, for example, the
model adopted could in principle be incorrect or because of sample variance the values preferred by the data
might differ from the true ones. When dealing with mock data or when neglecting this possibility, there is a
common trend to loosely identify underlying values with true values.
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Level 3 blinding operates at the latest stage of the analysis. When fitting cosmological
parameters to the model, an unknown offset is added to the parameters, so that the underlying
values remain unknown until unblinding. This has the advantage that the step of unblinding
can be done very fast. On the other hand, this means that it is also very easy to accidentally
unblind. This approach has been used in the analyses of distant supernovae [9, 10], as well
as in the DES Y1 analysis [11]. Level 2 blinding operates at an earlier stage; it shifts the
summary statistics by the difference vector between two different cosmologies. This blinding
strategy is adopted for DES Y3 [12], since it is feasible for a multi-probe survey (e.g., weak
lensing + galaxy clustering). Another approach for blinding astronomical data has been
presented recently [13], that operates at the level of the covariance matrix and is well suited
for weak lensing analyses. Catalog-level or level 1 blinding operates at the earliest stage of
the analysis which may be preferable in some cases. It has been used in the KiDS-450 weak
lensing survey [14], where the ellipticities of galaxies were systematically modified, as well
as in the KiDS-450+Viking analysis [15], where the redshift distribution was shifted by a
constant factor.
Independently of the level at which it operates, it is desirable that a blinding scheme
meets the following criteria:
• it should modify the data in such a way that the effect on observables and best-fit
parameters can be predicted easily.
• it should make it difficult to unblind accidentally.
• it should not interfere too much with delicate and key aspects of the analysis such as
systematic weights.
• it should not change significantly the shape of the posterior distribution.
• it should not be too numerically intensive.
• ideally it should be easy to infer (to a sufficiently good approximation) unblind param-
eter constraints without the need to rerun the analysis pipeline again.2
Inspired by these criteria, in this work we introduce a novel method of catalog-level
blinding targeted to spectroscopic galaxy surveys. Most of the cosmological signal that a
galaxy redshift survey carries is enclosed in two main physical effects: background metric
evolution and growth of structures. The background evolution is usually tracked via the
purely geometrical Alcock-Paczynski (AP) effect [16], which is most visible on the baryon
acoustic oscillation (BAO) feature. The most promising window into the growth of structures
signal comes from the redshift-space distortions (RSD) effect. The proposed blinding scheme
affects both these signals.
A flowchart indicating how we envision the blinding scheme to be embedded into a galaxy
clustering pipeline is shown in figure 1. All the systematic tests are done on the catalog before
blinding, but no comparison with theory or cosmological inference can be done at this stage.
Once the catalog is ready for cosmological analysis it goes through blinding (the “blind box”
) according to the procedure presented in this paper. The blinded catalog is released to the
collaboration for cosmological analyses (the “blind analysis” box). This procedure may be
2The pipeline should be frozen before unblinding and can be re-run on the un-blinded data, but knowing
approximately the expected results makes the process more transparent and easier to interpret.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of how the blinding fits in the generic workflow of a galaxy redshift survey
analysis. See text for details. In this paper we introduce a scheme for the “blind box”, carry out
multiple “blind analyses” on mock and real catalogs and check the consistency between the results
on the original catalog and the analytical prediction (fast unblinding).
reiterated whenever the methodology for systematic tests or cosmological analysis is changed.
Once the analysis is complete, all pre-determined sanity checks are satisfied and the blinded
results are obtained, the pipeline should be frozen and unblinding may be done. We propose
to unblind in two parallel steps:
1) The posterior constraints can be shifted according to analytical expectations, as derived
in sections 3.2 and 3.3. We call this process “fast unblinding”.
2) The pipeline can now be re-run on the original catalog for obtaining precise numbers
and results.
The paper is organised as follows: In section 2 we summarise the basics of BAO and
RSD analyses and introduce the nomenclature and conventions that are used in the following
sections. We present our blinding scheme in section 3 and discuss how blinding at the catalog
level is expected to change the cosmological parameter results (“blind box” in figure 1). In
section 4 we compare this expectation to the results obtained from standard BAO+RSD
analyses of unblinded and blinded mocks (“blind analysis” box in figure 1). The robustness
of our results is tested in further detail in appendices A, B where we check for the impact of
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several changes to our fiducial setup. Results from the application to the BOSS data and a
summary of our proposed blinding procedure are presented in section 5. In particular we are
interested in whether the consistency between the two parallel unblinding steps explained
before holds. We conclude with section 6.
2 Basics of BAO and RSD analyses
We start by reviewing the basic background of BAO and RSD analyses from the catalog
to cosmological parameter inference. The methods and variables presented in the following
paragraphs will be used repeatedly throughout the rest of this work, so this section serves
also to introduce and define the key quantities used.
The galaxy catalog We start with the galaxy catalog, that contains at least three quan-
tities representing the 3D observational position ri = (RAi, deci, zi) of each galaxy, param-
eterised by its right ascension, declination and redshift. These three numbers do not suffice
to provide a distance measure though. A reference cosmology is needed to have a unique
mapping from redshifts to distances (see next paragraph). Additionally, the catalog may also
include relevant quantities such as the average galaxy density n¯(z) and correction weights;
for example it is customary to have weights for angular systematics wsys, fiber collisions wfc
and redshift failures wrf as used for the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey
3 (BOSS)
and also in the extended Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey4 (eBOSS) in [17], [18] and
[19].
Reference cosmology As in most of BOSS and eBOSS analyses, we follow the fixed
template-fitting approach, where the cosmology is not varied during posterior exploration,
but a reference cosmology Ωref is chosen for two different purposes:
1. to convert the catalog redshifts to radial distances zi → ri
2. to generate a power spectrum template.
In principle, the reference cosmologies for points 1 and 2 do not need to be the same. Here,
(both for simplicity and because it is widespread) we use the same reference for both points.
We assume a spatially flat model with parameters set
Ωref = {Ωrefm ,Ωrefb , Href0 , σref8 , nrefs ,M refν , wref , γref} , (2.1)
where the total matter and baryon densities Ωm and Ωb at present, the Hubble rate evaluated
today H0, the (linear) density fluctuation amplitude σ8 (smoothed on spheres of radius
8h−1 Mpc, with h = H0/100 km/s/Mpc) and the primordial scalar tilt ns represent the
standard ΛCDM parameter-basis. In addition, we consider the neutrino mass sum Mν , the
dark energy equation of state parameter w and the growth rate exponent γ.
For the conversion mentioned in point 1 we need to compute the angular comoving
distance DM as a function of galaxy redshift zi and reference cosmology Ω
ref
ri = DM (zi,Ω
ref) =
∫ zi
0
dz
c
H(z,Ωref)
, (2.2)
3https://www.sdss.org/surveys/boss/
4https://www.sdss.org/surveys/eboss/
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where c is the speed of light and H(z,Ωref) is the Hubble expansion rate at a redshift z, that
in the assumed model is given by
H(z,Ωref) = Href0
√
Ωrefm (1 + z)
3 + (1− Ωrefm )(1 + z)3(1+wref) . (2.3)
The case wref = −1 corresponds to the standard ΛCDM model. We call the distance obtained
by eq. (2.2) the reference distance, which may differ from the underlying one. This fact must
be included in the modeling (see §Alcock-Paczynski effect and scaling parameters).
The computation of the template of the power spectrum requires to run a Boltzmann
code like CAMB [20] or CLASS [21] with the reference cosmological parameters as input. The
output linear power spectrum is used in the modelling as explained in § BAO anisotropic
power spectrum model et seq.
Power spectrum estimator The next step is to compute the summary statistics of
choice, which can be 2-point statistics (power spectrum and 2-point correlation function),
3-point statistics (bispectrum, 3-point correlation function), and even higher-order statistics
if needed. As throughout this work we will operate in Fourier space, we introduce the FKP
power spectrum estimator [22], which relies on computing the field
F (r) =
wFKP(r)
I
1/2
2
[wc(r)n(r)− αrannran(r)] , (2.4)
where n(r) and nran(r) are the number densities of the galaxies and Poisson-sampled ran-
doms, respectively, αran is the ratio between the sum of weighted data galaxies and the
sum of random galaxies, and wc denotes the (combined) weight. The standard FKP weight
wFKP(r) [22] is used to minimise the variance of the power spectrum at the BAO scale. The
combined weight, wc, depends on survey characteristic corrections such as redshift failures,
fiber collisions and angular systematics. The normalisation constant I2 is given as
I2 =
∫
d3rwFKP(r) 〈nwc(r)〉2 . (2.5)
The function defined in eq. (2.4) is used to build the power spectrum multipoles; for a varying
line of sight (LOS), chosen towards one of the galaxies of each pair we follow the Yamamoto
approximation to define the power spectrum estimator
P (`)meas(k) =
(2`+ 1)
2
∫
dΩ
4pi
[∫
dr1 F (r1)e
ik·r1
∫
dr2 F (r2)e
−ik·r2L`(kˆ · rˆ2)
]
− P (`)sn , (2.6)
where L`(x) is the Legendre Polynomial of order ` and P (`)sn is the Poisson shot noise term.
Higher order multipoles ` > 0 quantify the anisotropic clustering with respect to the LOS.
There are two main sources for such an anisotropy, the AP effect and RSD.
Alcock-Paczynski effect and scaling parameters The deviation of the reference cos-
mology (Ωref) from the underlying cosmology (Ω) leads to an anisotropic clustering signal
known as Alcock-Paczynski effect [16]. This and the variation of the acoustic scale with
respect to the fiducial template are usually accounted through scaling the wave-vector across
(⊥) and along (‖) the LOS:
k⊥ −→ k˜⊥ = k⊥/α⊥ , k‖ −→ k˜‖ = k‖/α‖ , (2.7)
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where the scaling parameters are defined as
α⊥(z∗) =
DM (z∗) rrefd
DrefM (z∗) rd
, α‖(z∗) =
Href(z∗) rrefd
H(z∗) rd
, (2.8)
where rd is the sound horizon at radiation drag. Here, we introduced DM and D
ref
M as
shorthand notation for DM (Ω) and DM (Ω
ref) (and same for the Hubble distance c/H and
rd). The argument z∗ is the effective redshift of the galaxy sample in a given redshift bin.
The ratios between the underlying and reference distances perpendicular (DM ) and parallel
(1/H) with respect to the LOS scale the reference mapping from redshifts to distances towards
the“correct” one. The ratio of rd to r
ref
d accounts for the different BAO peak position in the
reference power spectrum template with respect to the one in the measured power spectrum.
Redshift-space distortions and reconstruction Driven by dark matter over-densities,
peculiar velocities of galaxies induce redshift-space distortions (pioneered by [23]) in galaxy
clustering. The measured redshift of a galaxy comes from a superposition of its Hubble flow
recession velocity vr and its peculiar velocity vp. Hence, the measured redshift-space position
r (found by transforming the observed galaxy redshift to a distance using the reference
cosmology) is displaced from the real-space position x by its peculiar velocity projected on
the LOS (vp · xˆ), where xˆ is the unit vector in LOS direction. In general, the mapping from
x to r is given by
r(x) = x +
(vp(x) · xˆ)xˆ
aH(a)
(2.9)
with scale factor a. In the framework of Lagrangian perturbation theory the real-space
(Eulerian) position x of a particle is written as the sum of its initial (Lagrangian) position q
and a displacement vector Ψ
x(q, t) = q + Ψ(q, t) . (2.10)
At first order, the peculiar velocity field is related to the Lagrangian displacement field by
vp(x(q, t)) = aHfΨ(q, t) , (2.11)
where
f ≡ d lnD(a)
d ln a
= (Ωm(a))
γ (2.12)
is the logarithmic growth rate, which depends on the scale-independent linear growth factor
D(a), and can be expressed as function of the matter density corresponding to a scale factor
a and the growth rate exponent γ, which for general relativity and w = −1 is γ = 0.55 to a
very good approximation [24]. Combining eqs. (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11), and using the fact
that xˆ = rˆ yields
q(r) = r−Ψ− f(Ψ · rˆ)rˆ . (2.13)
Using this equation together with the fact that the number of galaxies is conserved when
transforming between real and redshift space, the displacement field is related to the smoothed
redshift-space galaxy over-density field δredg as [25]
∇ ·Ψ + f
b
∇(Ψ · rˆ) rˆ = −δ
red
g
b
, (2.14)
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where b is the scale independent linear galaxy bias relating matter and galaxy over-densities,
δm = bδg. This is at the basis of the so-called density-field reconstruction procedure, whereby
eq. (2.14) is used to estimate the displacement field Ψ given δredg and reference values of b
and f . Galaxies, interpreted as test particles for the velocity field, can then be moved back
to their initial Lagrangian positions q given in eq. (2.13) removing non-linear effects, which
sharpens the BAO feature and increases its detection significance (see [26], [27] and [28] for
reference).
BAO anisotropic power spectrum model This model is used to describe the BAO
scale in the power spectrum multipoles via template fitting: a linear power spectrum P reflin (k)
computed at the reference cosmology is used to build a template that is fitted to the oscillatory
pattern in the data by varying the scaling factors {α‖, α⊥}. The reference template is divided
into a smooth part Plin,sm and an oscillating part Olin = Plin/Plin,sm in order to separate the
BAO information from the broadband, which is marginalised over.
Following [29] we model the anisotropic galaxy power spectrum including the non-linear
damping of the BAO with two damping scales Σ⊥,Σ‖ as
Paniso(k, µ) = Paniso,sm(k, µ)
[
1 + (Olin(k)− 1) e−
1
2
(
µ2k2Σ2‖+(1−µ2)k2Σ2⊥
)]
, (2.15)
with the smooth component given by
Paniso,sm(k, µ) = B
2(1 + βµ2R)2Plin,sm(k) , (2.16)
where B is a free amplitude parameter and β is a nuisance parameter effectively accounting
for linear RSD and galaxy bias. We use the factor R = 1 before density-field reconstruction
and R = 1 − exp (−k2Σ2sm/2) after reconstruction with smoothing scale Σsm as in [29] and
[30]. The coordinates used here are defined as
k = |k| , µ = k · r
kr
(2.17)
where k is the Fourier mode and µ is the cosine of the angle between the Fourier mode and
the LOS distance vector r. The components of k across and along the LOS can be expressed
as
k⊥ = k
√
1− µ2 , k‖ = µk . (2.18)
To include the AP effect, we rescale the wave-vector components as in eq. (2.7) to scale the
observed modes from the reference cosmology to the underlying cosmology. Combining eqs.
2.7 and 2.17 we find the transformation
k −→ k˜ = k
α⊥
[
1 + µ2
(
α2⊥
α2‖
− 1
)]1/2
, µ −→ µ˜ = µα⊥
α‖
[
1 + µ2
(
α2⊥
α2‖
− 1
)]−1/2
. (2.19)
We write the anisotropic power spectrum as a function of the transformed parameters (k˜, µ˜)
and obtain its multipoles using angle-dependent Legendre polynomials. Also, we add a
polynomial expansion in terms of k accounting for nonlinear broadband effects and potential
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differences between the underlying broadband and the template, that have not been included
in the modeling so far:
P
(`)
aniso(k) =
(
rrefd
rd
)3
(2`+ 1)
2α2⊥α‖
∫ 1
−1
Paniso(k˜(k, µ), µ˜(µ))L`(µ) dµ+
Ni∑
i=1
A
(`)
i k
2−i . (2.20)
The extra normalisation factor in front of the integral accounts for the isotropic dilation
induced by the change in volume between reference and modelled cosmology. The ratio
between the sound horizons is reabsorbed into the overall amplitude parameterB. This means
that the model consists of the physical parameters {α‖, α⊥} and the nuisance parameters
{β,Bj , A(`)i,j } fitted to each redshift bin. The total number of nuisance parameters depends
on the order of the polynomial expansion and the number of disconnected patches indexed by
j of the sky observed. The dispersion scales Σ‖ and Σ⊥ can either be varied and marginalised
over, inferred from theoretical approaches or fitted to mock survey catalogs and then fixed
in the data analysis. In this paper we follow the latter approach.
Full shape power spectrum model While the BAO anisotropic model is tuned towards
detecting the BAO pattern only, the full shape model also extracts information from the
broadband and is not only sensitive to BAO, but to RSD and non-linear structure formation,
too. Again, we use a template-fitting procedure, but instead of the linear matter power
spectrum we use the 2-loop renormalisation perturbation theory extension described in [31]
to compute the auto- and cross- density and velocity potential power spectra Pδδ, Pδθ and
Pθθ of the matter field. To go from the matter to the galaxy field we need to assume a galaxy
bias model. Here, we use the model proposed by [32], consisting of four bias parameters
{b1, b2, bs2 , b3nl}. The linear galaxy bias b1 and the non-linear galaxy bias b2 are treated as
free nuisance parameters, while the other two are functions of b1, given in [33] and [34]. We
adopt the exact expressions from appendix B of [35] for the galaxy density-density, density-
velocity potential and velocity potential-velocity potential power spectra given as
Pg,δδ(k) = b
2
1Pm,δδ(k) + 2b2b1Pm,b2δ(k) + 2bs2b1Pbs2,δ(k) + b
2
2Pm,b22(k) +
2b2bs2Pm,b2s2(k) + b
2
s2Pbs22(k) + 2b1b3nlσ
2
3(k)Plin(k)
Pg,δθ(k) = b1Pm,δθ(k) + b2Pm,b2θ(k) + bs2Pm,bs2θ(k) + b3nlσ
2
3(k)Pm,lin(k)
Pg,θθ(k) = Pθθ .
(2.21)
To include the effect of RSD explained in §Redshift-space distortions and reconstruction we
follow the approach of [36] writing the full shape power spectrum as
PFS(k, µ) = e
− 1
2
[kµσP ]
2 [
Pg,δδ(k) + 2fµ
2Pg,δθ(k) + f
2µ4Pg,θθ(k) +
b31A
TNS(k, µ, f/b1) + b
4
1B
TNS(k, µ, f/b1)
]
,
(2.22)
where the functions ATNS and BTNS are defined in [36]. The exponential damping term
for scales smaller than σP accounts for the so-called Fingers-of-God (FoG) effect [37]. This
effect appears at small scales, where highly non-linear velocities smear out the density field
in redshift space, such that the structures appear elongated along the line of sight and the
power spectrum is damped. Finally, the full shape power spectrum multipoles are given as
in eq. (2.20) but without the polynomial term
P
(`)
FS (k) =
(2`+ 1)
2α2⊥α‖
∫ 1
−1
PFS(k˜(k, µ), µ˜(µ))L`(µ) dµ . (2.23)
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The AP effect is included via the same transformation as in eq. (2.19). This means that
there are in total 3 cosmological parameters {α‖, α⊥, fσ8} per redshift bin and 4 nuisance
parameters {b1, b2, σP , Anoise} per redshift bin and per observed patch of the sky. The last
nuisance parameter Anoise is used to model deviations from Poissonian shot noise in the
monopole. Note that we measure the growth rate f for a fixed value of σ8 of the template.
This is why we are only sensitive to the product fσ8, which is a template-independent
quantity in the wave-vector range of interest (e.g. up to k = 0.2 hMpc−1, see [38] for
reference).
The survey geometry In order to compare the model power spectra to the data, we need
to take into account the selection function of the survey. This can be achieved by convolving
the model power spectrum Pmodel(k) with the survey window function W (k) to obtain the
“windowed” power spectrum Pwin,model(k)
Pwin,model(k) =
∫
dk′
(2pi)3
Pmodel(k
′) |W (k− k′)|2 . (2.24)
To avoid the computation of the expensive 3-dimensional Fourier transform, we follow the
framework of [39] extended by [40] where the window function is obtained as a pair count in
configuration space. This is more efficient, because the convolution in Fourier space becomes
a multiplication in configuration space. The “windowed” power spectrum multipoles are then
the 1-dimensional Hankel transform of the “windowed” correlation function multipoles.
The effects of this transformation of the model power spectrum are purely observational,
hence it is not particularly interesting for blinding. But, we have to accept, we can only
observe the galaxy density fluctuation through a window, which is why this is an important
ingredient in BAO and RSD analyses.
3 Blinding Scheme
3.1 General Considerations
In this section we introduce the general idea of our blinding scheme and we derive analytic
formulae describing its effects. Without introducing blinding, the standard procedure for
BAO and RSD analyses is as follows. The galaxy catalog, in terms of angular positions,
redshifts and weights, forms the raw data d, the redshifts of which are transformed into
distances using a reference cosmology. Subsequently, the power spectrum of this galaxy
distribution is measured. Afterwards, a template for the power spectrum is computed at
the same reference cosmology to build the models described in section 2. Finally, the model
parameters that distort the template and are constrained with the data are
Θ(d,Ωref) = {α‖(z∗1), ..., α‖(z∗n), α⊥(z∗1), ..., α⊥(z∗n), fσ8(z∗1), ..., fσ8(z∗nbins)} , (3.1)
where nbins is the number of tomographic redshift bins analysed and z∗,i denotes the effective
redshift of each of them. These are physical parameters (two scaling parameters and one
growth rate) which capture where the bulk of cosmological information is contained in the
data and can be interpreted in a transparent and largely model-independent way. These
parameters can also be easily interpreted and modelled within the adopted theory and/or
specific cosmological model.
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Next, the constraints on the physical parameters Θ are used to infer the underlying
cosmological model Ω, which is robust to the choice of reference cosmology (especially for
BAO-only analyses, see e.g., [41, 42]), it only depends on the data:
Ω = Ω(Θ(d,Ωref)) = Ω(d) . (3.2)
In the standard approach to BAO and RSD the derivation of Θ can be seen as a neces-
sary intermediate step to compress and extract the signal. This makes possible to connect,
via a model-independent set of physical parameters, the galaxy catalog to one (or several)
cosmological models in a transparent way.
Since a change in the physical parameters has a very direct and transparent effect on
the commonly used summary statistics (e.g., power spectra), it is much easier to understand
the effect of the proposed blinding procedure, by working with these parameters.
For the purpose of blinding we aim to find a transformation of the raw data
d→ d′ = d + ∆d (d,Ω,Ω′) (3.3)
fulfilling the condition that the modified raw data d′ represents a Universe whose cosmological
model is Ω′. Ω′is the target blind cosmology, that we aim for. In what follows we will denote
all quantities related to the blinded catalog with a prime in contrast to quantities referring to
the original catalog, which are written without superscript. However, it is impossible to find
an exact expression for ∆d (d,Ω,Ω′), as by definition we are blind towards Ω. Hence, in the
following we use the reference cosmology Ωref presented in section 2 as a starting point and
introduce a shifted cosmology Ωshift which depends on the same parameter set, but allowing
for a variation ∆Ω with respect to the reference:
Ωshift = Ωref + ∆Ω , (3.4)
with
∆Ω = {∆Ωm,∆Ωb,∆H0,∆σ8,∆ns,∆Mν ,∆w,∆γ} . (3.5)
Then we can write eq. (3.3) in terms of the reference and shifted cosmologies:
d→ d′ = d + ∆d (d,Ωref ,Ωshift) . (3.6)
Note that the shifted cosmology is just a tool to generate the perturbation in the data, so
that the results of the analysis correspond to Ω′ instead of Ω. Finally, using Ωref and Ωshift,
we aim to find a relation between Θ′ and Θ.
Here, we propose to shift the position ri of galaxies along the LOS in a redshift- and
density-dependent way . We avoid changing the angular positions because in current spec-
troscopic survey strategies target galaxies are selected based on the photometric surveys.
Therefore, perturbing angular positions might add unnecessary complications into e.g. fiber
collision corrections and other angular systematics. Hence, we only shift the individual galaxy
redshifts, so we can express eq. (3.6) as
z′i = zi + ∆zi(zi, ρ(ri),Ω
ref ,Ωshift) , (3.7)
where ρ(ri) denotes the galaxy density in the position of the i-th galaxy. From the parameter
basis given in eq. (2.1) here we choose to blind only for parameters that govern the late-time
evolution of the Universe, such that eq. (3.5) becomes
∆Ω = {∆Ωm, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ∆w, ∆γ} . (3.8)
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More general blinding, including effects of other parameters, will be presented in a follow up
paper [43].
The blinding scheme consists of two types of shifts to galaxies’ redshifts:
• A homogeneous shift according to a modified redshift-distance relation (see section 3.2).
It induces an anisotropy between radial and angular distances equivalent to the AP
effect and blinds the cosmological background evolution. We refer to it as AP-like
shift, ∆APz.
• A shift based on the gradient of the reconstructed galaxy density field along the LOS
(see section 3.3). This perturbative shift is designed to imitate RSD and blind the
growth of structures, hence we refer to it as RSD-shift, ∆RSDz.
In summary ∆zi of eq. 3.7 is given by the combination of ∆
APzi and ∆
RSDzi. In the
following subsections we describe both shifts in more detail and discuss their effect on the
physical parameters:
Θ→ Θ′ = Θ(d′,Ωref ,Ωshift) (3.9)
3.2 AP-like shift
We set off to find the redshift dependence of ∆zi in Eq. (3.7), such that it mimics the back-
ground expansion of a cosmology different from both the reference and the underlying ones.
In practice, this affects the distances inferred from redshifts using the reference cosmologies,
which affects to the measured clustering at all scales modifying the α‖ and α⊥ values.
The shift is obtained by converting the observed redshifts zi into comoving distances
DM(zi,Ω
shift) using the shifted cosmology and inverting them back to blinded redshifts z′i
using the reference cosmology as shown in the following sketch:5
zi (Ω)
Ωshift−−−−−→ DM(zi,Ωshift) = DM(z′i,Ωref) Ω
ref−−−−→ z′i (Ω′) . (3.10)
In this way we can derive the shift numerically using
∆APz(zi,Ω
ref ,Ωshift) = z′i(Ω
′)− zi(Ω), (3.11)
as illustrated in figure 2. This equation yields one of the two contributions to the ∆z to
be applied in eq. 3.7. The blinded redshifts z′i appear to originate from a blinded or “fake”
cosmology Ω′. Any geometric measurement of the background expansion is affected by this
shift. Although only the radial dimension is affected, and not angles between objects, any
measurement of a transversal distance on a patch of the sky will also be affected, because
the distance to the objects is changed by the shift.
After shifting all galaxies individually, the effective redshift of a given galaxy sample,
z∗, changes in a way that in general depends on the details of its initial redshift distribution
n¯(z). For simplicity, we only consider the following two cases:
5The zi are observed redshifts so they do not have an explicit dependence on the parameters Ω, which
are unknown and we can’t change. However, in eq. 3.10 we leave the Ω dependence in the argument of zi
to stress that the observed redshifts are drawn from an (unknown) model parameterised by the (unknown)
values of the model parameters.
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Figure 2. AP-like shift ingredient: determination of the shift ∆APzi(zi) (eq. 3.11). In this illustration
the shifted distance is obtained by a 10% decrease of the matter density Ωm. The blue line is the
comoving angular diameter distance for the reference cosmology, the red line is the same quantity for
a shifted cosmology where only the matter density parameter has been changed. The black horizontal
line visualises where DM(zi,Ω
shift) = DM(z
′
i,Ω
ref). See text for more details.
• Shifted redshift cuts (or fixed distance cuts): the redshift range of the blinded sample is
changed according to the blinding scheme so that the selection of galaxies remains the
same for the pre- and post-blinded catalog. As a consequence, we expect the effective
redshift to be shifted according to
z′∗ = z∗ + ∆z(z∗,Ω
ref ,Ωshift) . (3.12)
• Fixed redshift cuts (or shifted distance cuts): the same redshift cuts are applied to the
post-blinded catalog as to the pre-blinded one. In this way the effective redshifts of
both catalogs remain nearly the same, because approximately as many galaxies enter
the redshift bin of the sample as they leave it after blinding. This is only possible if the
redshift cuts lay in regions where the galaxy density is comparable to the mean density
n¯. In this case we expect
z′∗ ' z∗ . (3.13)
We anticipate that we test the validity of eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) in section 4.3, where we also
motivate our recommendation to use shifted redshift cuts whenever possible.
We can now derive an expression for the scaling parameters α′‖ and α
′
⊥ that would be
measured from the blinded catalog. In general they can be written as:
α′⊥(z
′
∗) ≡
D′M (z
′∗) rrefd
DrefM (z
′∗) r′d
, α′‖(z
′
∗) ≡
Href(z′∗) rrefd
H ′(z′∗) r′d
, (3.14)
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but we need to express them as a function of Ωref , Ωshift and Ω. Since our blinding scheme
does not change the early-time physics, the sound horizon at the baryon drag epoch is not
affected by the blinding, therefore
r′d = rd . (3.15)
Because the distances in eq. (3.14) were computed with the shifted cosmology, α′ will
depend on Dshift. But in the blind analysis we assume they were obtained with the refer-
ence cosmology and use a power spectrum template computed from the reference cosmology.
Hence, the perpendicular and parallel components α′⊥ and α
′
‖ are
α′⊥(z
′
∗) =
DM (z∗)rrefd
DshiftM (z∗)rd
, α′‖(z
′
∗) =
Hshift(z∗) rrefd
H(z∗) rd
. (3.16)
Finally, the ratios of the scaling parameters we would measure from the blinded catalog with
respect to the unblinded catalog can be obtained by combining eqs. (2.8) and (3.16)
α′⊥(z
′∗)
α⊥(z∗)
=
DrefM (z∗)
DshiftM (z∗)
,
α′‖(z
′∗)
α‖(z∗)
=
Hshift(z∗)
Href(z∗)
. (3.17)
This final result eq. (3.17) is valid for both the fixed effective redshift from eq. (3.13) and the
shifted effective redshift from eq. (3.12). The interpretation of the scaling parameters however
is different in the two cases because z′∗ is different. In the case of shifted redshift cuts, the
comoving distance measured from the blinded catalog is equal to the unblinded measurement,
but interpreted at different redshift. If the measurements are applied to samples with the
same effective redshifts, the blinded distance can be obtained from the underlying distance
by multiplying it by the correction factor α′/α.
3.3 RSD-shift
Here we propose to use a similar machinery as the density-field reconstruction procedure
to blind the catalog for the growth rate. First of all, we use the reference cosmology to
transform individual redshifts into distances to obtain the original redshift-space position r
for each galaxy. Given that we do not know the underlying values of the galaxy bias and the
growth rate in eq. (2.14) a priori, we choose reference values b = bref and f = f ref . Moreover,
we need to adopt a method in order to obtain the smoothed density field. Here we choose
to apply a gaussian filter with radius Rsm to the discrete galaxy field. With the reference
values and smoothing scale as input, we solve eq. (2.14) iteratively in Fourier space, using
the reconstruction code developed in Ref. [44]. At this point, we diverge from the standard
reconstruction procedure and use the estimated displacement field to add a RSD component
that mimics a different growth rate f shift. In this way we transform the original redshift-space
position r to the blinded redshift-space position r′:
r′ = r− f ref(Ψ · rˆ)rˆ + f shift(Ψ · rˆ)rˆ . (3.18)
Once we have obtained the blinded redshift-space position, we can obtain the blinded redshifts
z′ using again the reference cosmology. Contrarily to ∆APz, the RSD-shifts are different for
each galaxy, because they depend on the local matter density. Taking this into account, the
RSD-shift for the p-th galaxy is ∆RSDzp = z
′
p − zp.
This procedure is equivalent to substitute redshift-space distortions from the underlying
cosmology by those of the blinded. Hence, we expect the growth-rate measured from the
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blinded catalog f ′ to differ from the underlying value f by the difference between the reference
and the shifted growth rates, so we write the ansatz
f ′ = f + f shift − f ref . (3.19)
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Figure 3. The two panels show the same slice with sidelength 77 h−1 Mpc and depth 50 h−1 Mpc
of an original and blinded realisation of the CMASS North MD-Patchy mocks (see section 4.1 for
more information). The observer is located at position (0, 0), which is more than 1200 h−1 Mpc
distant from the slice shown here. We compare the blinded and the original galaxies in two different
ways. Left panel: The green contours correspond to the solution of the real-space over-density field
smoothed with a gaussian filter of radius Rsm = 10 h
−1 Mpc obtained with the iterative Fourier Space
procedure. It is used to displace original galaxy positions (blue dots) along the line of sight (blue
arrows) towards their reconstructed real-space positions (green dots) using the reference growth rate
f ref = 0.78. From there, the galaxies are displaced back (red arrows) towards their blinded positions
(red dots) using a different growth rate f shift = 1.0. To make the effect more visible the red and
blue dots are slightly displaced horizontally. Right panel: The same slice, but here we show only the
net displacement from the original positions (blue dots) towards the blinded positions (red arrows).
Also shown are the original redshift-space over-density field (blue contours) and the blinded one (red
contours). For illustrative purposes the shift considered is rather extreme, so the “squeezing” effect
along the LOS can be appreciated “by eye”.
We test the validity of eq. (3.19) in section 4.4. The different steps of this procedure are
visualised in the left panel of figure 3. Based on the pseudo-real-space displacement field Ψ
computed iteratively with f ref , galaxies are shifted towards their (pseudo-)real-space position
(blue arrows) and shifted back using the same displacement field, but f shift instead. For
illustrative purposes, in this figure we show a rather extreme case (f ref = 0.78, f shift = 1.0)
where f shift differs from f ref by ∼ 25%. Note that the shift is designed to be reversible: the
blinded and original catalog would be exactly the same if f ref = f shift, which is also evident
from eq. (3.19). The right panel shows the difference between the galaxy over-density fields
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of the blinded and the original catalog. Although we show a rather extreme case, the net
squeezing of the central over-density along the y- direction can only be seen in nuances by
eye.
For surveys being split in several redshift bins (or covering different galaxy samples
which span different redshift ranges), the above procedure should be applied to each redshift
bin of the survey. Hence, for each bin, different values for the input parameters (bref , f ref)
as well as the shifted growth rate f shift need to be chosen. It is possible to treat each
bin independently, such that the overall growth history among samples cannot be modelled
before unblinding. However, a more useful approach in practice is to blind coherently among
samples by choosing a reasonable parameterisation of the redshift evolution of the growth
rate as for example eq. (2.12).
4 Test on Mocks
Having described the theory of our blinding scheme, we now validate it on the (mock) galaxy
catalogs from BOSS. Their detailed specifications are described in section 4.1. We apply the
individual blinding shifts ∆APzi , ∆
RSDzi and their combination on the mock galaxy catalogs.
We treat each of the blinded mock catalogs as if it were an actual blinded measurement and
run the analysis pipeline described in section 2 with a fiducial configuration specified in section
4.2. Finally, we quantify the performance of the studied blinding schemes by comparing the
physical parameters measured from the blinded catalog with their theoretical expectation
given by eqs. (3.17) and (3.19).
4.1 Original and Blinded Mock Catalogs
Mock galaxy catalogs play an essential role in interpreting cosmological data. They are
calibrated on N-body simulations at a given cosmological model and correspond to inde-
pendent realisations of the galaxy distribution as observed by the galaxy survey. We use
the MultiDark-Patchy BOSS DR12 (MD-Patchy) mocks provided by [45] and [46] which
include a low redshift sample LOWZ (z∗ = 0.33) with roughly 350,000 galaxies and a higher
redshift sample CMASS (z∗ = 0.60) with roughly 800,000 galaxies.6 The cosmological param-
eters used to generate the initial conditions of the mocks, as well as the reference cosmology
adopted to analyse the original and the blinded catalogs, are given in table 1. Note a differ-
ence of 0.1% on rd values predicted by these two cosmology models. This shift in the BAO
scale is reflected by the factor (rd/r
ref
d ) in the scaling parameters, α‖ and α⊥, and it is not
modified during the blinding procedure.
Cosmology Ωm Ωbh
2 h σ8 ns Mν [eV] rd [Mpc]
Reference 0.31 0.022 0.676 0.8288 0.9611 0.06 147.78
MD-Patchy 0.307115 0.02214 0.6777 0.8288 0.9611 0 147.66
Table 1. Values of cosmological parameters and sound horizon at radiation drag for the reference
and the MD-Patchy mocks cosmology. In both cases a flat-ΛCDM cosmology and GR are assumed,
so w = −1 and γ = 0.55.
We employ the blinding scheme presented in section 3 to produce different sets of blinded
catalogs. For one of the sets we only change the background evolution (AP only), for another
6The effective redshifts used in this work are different from the actual BOSS samples because the redshift
cuts are different.
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we only apply the density-dependent shift (RSD only), and finally we combine the two (Com-
bined). The values for the shifted physical parameters Ωshift as well as the expectation for the
cosmological parameters Θ at each of the two redshift bins LOWZ (z∗ = 0.33) and CMASS
(z∗ = 0.60) are given in table 2. In addition, the parameter values of the blinded cosmology
Ω′, that we expect to infer from the blinded physical parameters, are also reported. Note
that these cosmological parameters differ from the shifted cosmology used to generate the
blinded catalog. As in our blinding scheme, the background parameters Ωshiftm and w
shift are
basically used to replace the reference cosmology, Ωrefm and w
ref , so for those parameters we
expect the deviation between Ω′ and Ωref to be the same as the one between Ωref and Ωshift,
but in the opposite direction. Thus, for Ωshift −Ωref = ∆Ω we expect Ω′ −Ωref = −∆Ω.
We apply relative shifts on Ωm and w with respect to their reference values of order of
10%. We find that this corresponds approximately to 1σ deviation when fitting w and Ωm
to BAO LOWZ and CMASS data with a Planck prior on Ωbh
2. For the RSD-only blinding
we perform a very extreme shift with γ = 0 or f(z) = 1 to fully exploit the capabilities of
our method and to make the effect of RSD-blinding more visible. For the combined shift we
choose a relatively moderate value.
In practice, the choice of how much the shifted values can deviate from the reference
parameters should depend on the forecasted sensitivity of the data and probably not exceed
deviations of 3σ. Too large deviations can spoil the robustness of the analysis, because some
of the usually made approximations, e.g. a fixed covariance matrix computed at the reference
cosmology, might not hold.
Cosmology/
Ωm w γ
α‖(z∗) α⊥(z∗) f(z∗)
Physical parameter at z∗ 0.33 0.60 0.33 0.60 0.33 0.60
Reference Ωrefm 0.31 -1.0 0.55 1.000 1.001 0.999 1.000 0.69 0.78
AP only
Shifted Ωshiftm 0.279 -1.1 0.55 0.964 0.980 0.950 0.970 0.69 0.78
Blinded Ω′m 0.341 -0.9 0.55
RSD only
Shifted Ωshiftm 0.31 -1.0 0.0 1.002 1.002 1.003 1.002 1.0 1.0
Blinded Ω′m 0.31 -1.0 0.0
Combined
Shifted Ωshiftm 0.279 -1.1 0.825 0.964 0.980 0.950 0.970 0.58 0.70
Blinded Ω′m 0.341 -0.9 0.825
Table 2. In the first line of this table we provide the values of the reference cosmological parameters
that we aim to blind for {Ωm, w, γ}, together with the corresponding derived values
{
α‖, α⊥, f
}
in
each redshift bin. In the following lines the cosmological parameters and expected derived parameters
are shown for each of the 3 blinding cases we investigate. The shifted cosmology is used to generate
the blinded catalog, whereas the blinded cosmology is the one that we expect to measure.
4.2 Analysis on mocks: set up and approach
Here we present the fiducial setup of the BAO and RSD analyses. A priori, the blinded data
should be treated as if it were the original data, or in other words, the analyses should not
depend on the blinding. Therefore the methodology presented here is applied to the original
and the blinded catalogs in the same way. The general procedure is already explained in
section 2, but in the following we provide the numerical details.
For the conversion from redshifts to distances we always use the reference cosmology
given in table 1. These cosmological parameters are also used to compute the linear matter
power spectrum template with CLASS [21].
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To estimate the original and the blinded power spectra we follow the steps explained in
the § Power spectrum estimator of section 2. Using the distance-redshift relation assuming
the reference cosmology, we place the LOWZ and CMASS galaxies in boxes of length Lbox =
2500 h−1 Mpc (LOWZ) and Lbox = 3700 h−1 Mpc (CMASS) with 5123 grid cells each. We
compute the multipole power spectra in Fourier space using the Yamamoto method [47, 48].
We interpolate galaxies on the grid by using the triangular-shaped-cloud scheme and obtain
the monopole and quadrupole in the interval 0 < k [hMpc−1] < 0.30 for linearly binned
wave vectors k with ∆k = 0.01 hMpc−1. For both the BAO anisotropic and the full-shape
analysis we restrict our fits to 0.02 < k [hMpc−1] < 0.20.
We fit the BAO and RSD models described in § BAO anisotropic power spectrum model
and § Full shape power spectrum model of section 2 to the original and blinded power spectra
using Monte-Carlo Markov Chains (MCMCs). We use the standard Metropolis Hastings
algorithm, where sequences (called chains) starting at different points sample parameter
space so that the density of points sampled is proportional to the posterior. Convergence
is assessed by the Gelman-Rubin criterion [49] and the stopping criterion adopted for the
MCMC chains is 1 − R < 0.01 for all parameters. For the full-shape RSD model we have 3
physical parameters and (4Nj) nuisance parameters, where Nj is the number of disconnected
patches of the sky observed. For the BAO anisotropic model we have 2 physical parameters
and [1 + (1 + NiN`)Nj ] nuisance parameters per redshift bin, where N` is the number of
multipoles and Ni the number of coefficients in the broadband polynomial. Regarding the
dispersion scales Σ‖ and Σ⊥ of eq. (2.15), we fit the mean of 1000 mock catalog power spectra
and find
ΣLOWZ‖ = 13.85 h
−1 Mpc , ΣLOWZ⊥ = 9.03 h
−1 Mpc ,
ΣCMASS‖ = 12.18 h
−1 Mpc , ΣCMASS⊥ = 7.31 h
−1 Mpc .
(4.1)
For both models we perform a joint monopole and quadrupole fit (N` = 2) for the north
and south galactic caps of LOWZ and CMASS (Nj = 2). For the polynomial broadband
expansion we go up to order Ni = 3. Hence, we have 17 free parameters for the BAO
anisotropic model and 11 for the full-shape RSD model per redshift bin. We refer to these
parameters as θ = {Θ, nuisance parameters}. The prior ranges of all these parameters are
given in table 3 and they are the same for all redshift bins.
Parameter Prior range
α‖ [0.6, 1.4]
α⊥ [0.6, 1.4]
β [0, 30]
B [0, 20]
Ai [10
3(h−1 Mpc)5−i] [-20, 20]
f [0, 3]
b1 [0, 10]
b2 [-10, 10]
σP [h
−1 Mpc] [0, 20]
Anoise [-5, 5]
Table 3. Uniform prior ranges for parameters used in anisotropic BAO and FS analysis. The α’s in
the top section are used in both BAO and FS analyses, parameters in the second and third sections
are used only in BAO and FS analysis, respectively. The Ai are the three parameters to model the
broadband.
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The likelihood function for the parameters θ is defined as
L(θ) ∝ e−χ2(θ)/2 , (4.2)
where the χ2 is obtained by a matrix multiplication of the difference-vector between data
and model with the inverse covariance:
χ2(θ) =
`max∑
`,`′
kmax∑
k,k′
(
P
(`)
model(k,θ)− P (`)data(k)
)
C−1(`k)(`′k′)
(
P
(`′)
model(k
′,θ)− P (`′)data(k′)
)
. (4.3)
Both data and model vectors contain (kmax−kmin)/∆k entries for monopole and quadrupole
each. The covariance matrix C is assumed to be fixed, and estimated from 1000 independent
realisations per patch of the MD-Patchy mock catalogs without blinding. We do not modify
the covariance matrix when analyzing blinded catalogs (e.g. by estimating it from 1000
blinded mocks), because the blinded data should be treated as if we did not know that it
was blinded. When inverting C we apply the Hartlap correction [50] to take into account
the finite number of mock catalogs. The north and south galactic cap are assumed to be
fully independent, and therefore, their likelihoods are multiplied to obtain the combined one,
LNGC+SGC = LNGC × LSGC.
4.3 AP-like shift Performance
We now focus on the performance of the geometrical blinding shift ∆APz (section 3.2). We
apply the methodology explained in section 4.2 to the set of blinded mocks characterised
by the parameter values of row “AP only” in table 2. In this section, the blinding and
the analysis are performed on pre-reconstruction catalogs i.e., on the original ones. Results
relative to the combination of the two effects including reconstruction procedure are presented
in section 4.5.
We use the shifted cosmology specified in row “AP only”of table 2 to convert the original
catalog redshifts to distances, then transform them to blinded redshifts using the reference
cosmology (yielding the blind catalog). This changes the number density distribution n¯(z),
as shown in figure 4. The n¯(z) of the original catalog (blue histogram) is transformed to
the shifted distribution (orange histogram). The overlap area appears in purple. The shifted
parameters are lowered by 10% with respect to the reference ones, thus the (shifted) dis-
tances for individual galaxies are larger, and consequently the blinded redshifts are (slightly)
increased by ∆APz.
This naturally leads to a shift of the effective redshift of the sample, whose implications
for the analysis are discussed below.
The top panels of the figure 4 illustrate the “fixed redshift cuts” convention and the
bottom panel the “shifted redshift cuts”. In the “fixed redshift cuts” case, the cuts (purple
dashed-dotted lines) are decided and fixed before blinding the catalog. If the cuts are not
located at the edge of the distribution – i.e,. there is some padding– the effective redshift
does not change considerably after blinding, because while some galaxies leave the selected
region on one side, new galaxies enter the region from the other side. Here, we cut the
original catalogs at z = 0.17 and z = 0.42 for LOWZ, and z = 0.45 and z = 0.7 for CMASS.
In both redshift bins, after blinding, approximately 5% of galaxies leave the selected range
at the top edge and about 5% enter from the bottom edge. The effective redshifts of the
original and blinded catalogs agree within 0.1%. However, the change of effective redshift
highly depends on the details of the redshift distribution, as well as the position of the cuts,
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Figure 4. Normalised galaxy redshift distributions of LOWZ (left panels) and CMASS (right panels).
The blue area represents the original catalog galaxies and the red area the blinded catalog of a scenario
where Ωm and w were reduced by 10%. Overlapping regions are shown in purple. The distribution
of the upper and lower panels are the same, but with different cuts in redshift. If we keep the cuts
fixed (upper panels), the effective redshift does not change significantly after blinding. By shifting
the cuts according to the blinding scheme (lower panels) the effective redshift is shifted in the same
way as expected.
so the agreement we find between z∗ and z′∗ in the case of LOWZ and CMASS should not be
generalised to other galaxy samples.
In the “shifted redshift cuts” case on the other hand, the selection cuts are made in
such a way that the objects belonging to the sample are the same pre- and post-blinding.
Hence, the cuts on the blinded catalog (thin red dashed lines) are displaced from the original
cuts (thin blue continuous lines) according to ∆APz; the measured effective redshifts of the
samples (thick lines) are also displaced, matching exactly the shift predicted by ∆APz (black
dotted line).
In the next step, we measure the monopole and quadrupole power spectra of the original
and the blinded catalogs and fit to them our anisotropic BAO and full-shape RSD models
as described in section 4.2. As an example, in figure 5 we show the power spectra together
with the best-fit anisotropic BAO model for a pair of original and blinded mock with the
“shifted redshift cuts” convention. We show the oscillatory part of the power spectrum only.
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Figure 5. Measured power spectra of one LOWZ (left) and one CMASS (right) mock catalog (both
original and blinded) with the best-fit anisotropic BAO model (blue) in comparison with its blinded
counterpart (red) using the “shifted redshift cuts” convention. Data points are slightly displaced by
∆k = ±0.001 hMpc−1 for better visibility. In all cases, both data and model prediction are divided
by the corresponding best-fit prediction of the broadband.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the anisotropic distance measurement between one of the original mock
realisations (filled dots) and its blinded counterpart (empty dots). The effective redshift positions
are different in the case of shifted redshift cuts (left panel), while they are almost the same (< 0.5%
difference) in the case of fixed redshift cuts (right panel). Red data points mark the expected blinded
result obtained by applying eq. (3.17) to the original data. They are slightly displaced to avoid
overlap; their true redshift positions are indicated by red arrows and vertical dotted lines. The
rescaling factor
√
z improves the visibility of the different data points and has no physical meaning.
After blinding, the oscillation peaks are shifted towards smaller k leading to a decrease of
the measured α‖ and α⊥ with respect to the original catalog. This is consistent with our
expectation given in table 2.
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Figure 7. Effect of AP-only shifts blinding on pre-reconstruction BAO-only analysis. The panels
show α‖ and α⊥ best-fitting results for the pre-reconstruction BAO-only analysis on 100 mock reali-
sations (green dots) and their mean values (cyan stars) for the underlying cosmology and the blinded
cosmology (using only AP-like shifts). Left (right) panels display the measurements from the LOWZ
(CMASS) sample. Upper panels correspond to the “shifted redshift cuts” and lower panels to the
“fixed redshift cuts” convention. Purple regions indicate the 68% and 95% confidence level regions.
Dashed lines represent the expected shift of the mock distribution from the diagonal due to blinding.
Blue dotted lines represent the underlying values corresponding to the MD-Patchy mocks cosmology,
whereas red dotted lines show the “underlying” values of the blinded catalogs.
In figure 6 we show a comparison between the scaling parameters corresponding to
the best-fit anisotropic BAO model of figure 5 and the expected values given in table 2. We
directly show the corresponding distances perpendicular (comoving angular diameter distance
DM (z)) and parallel (Hubble distance DH = c/H(z)) to the LOS rescaled by rd. The left
panel shows the results using “shifted redshift cuts” convention, where blinding changes the
effective redshift of the sample.
On the right panel the “fixed redshift cuts” convention is shown, where the effective
redshift does not change. In both cases the expectation represented by the red points matches
the blinded distance measurement very well. The error bars of the expected blinded result
are chosen to have the same size as the original error bars. As we can see, their size is similar
to the error bars obtained from the blinded data. In addition, figure 6 shows the distance-
redshift relation of the reference cosmology Ωref , that is very close to the MD-Patchy mock
underlying cosmology, and the blinded cosmology, which is the one that we would expect to
measure.
We repeat this analysis for 100 realisations (both original and blinded) pairs of mock
catalogs and test the agreement between measurement and expectation of the scaling param-
eters for each pair.7
7Note that for each mock catalog 6 MCMC are run in parallel (we refer to these as sets of chains). In total
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The overall performance is summarised in figure 7. Each dot represents the measured
values of a parameter from the blinded and original catalogs, shown in the y- and x-axis,
respectively. The scatter of the mocks is visualised by the purple 68% and 95% confidence
level contours, that were obtained by weighting each point with its corresponding uncertain-
ties for each catalog. The spread of the points parallel to the diagonal y = x indicates the
intrinsic scatter of the mocks with respect to the given parameter; in case the original and
the blinded catalog were the same, all points would be located along that diagonal. However,
by using the shifted cosmology given in table 2 we expect the points to scatter around the
dashed line described by the formula
y(x) =
α′theo
αtheo
x , (4.4)
where αtheo and α
′
theo correspond to the theoretical values given in table 2. The scatter of
points perpendicular to the line parameterised by eq. (4.4) indicates how much the mea-
surement of a single blinded mock catalog typically deviates from the expectation given the
measurement of the original mock. This deviation is purely statistical, as the overall cloud
scatters around the line predicted by eq. (4.4). For all cases there is a good agreement
between the mock distribution and the prediction of the blinded result represented by eq.
(4.4).
The mean values of the mocks (cyan stars) agree very well with the theoretical values
of table 2 given by the coloured dotted lines in figure 7. Also, our results for the original
mocks are in concordance with previous analysis as in [29].
From figure 7 we can clearly appreciate that for the fixed redshift cuts case (right panels)
the scatter in direction perpendicular to the diagonal is slightly enhanced with respect to
the shifted redshift cuts case (left panels). This is because in the former case the galaxy
sample changes after blinding and thus the Fourier modes sampled, leading to a cosmic
variance effect. This is avoided in the latter case, where the blinded catalog contains the
same galaxies (and samples exactly the same modes) as the original catalog.
We conclude that the shifted redshift cuts case gives a blinding procedure that is a
more accurate prediction of the behaviour of each individual mock catalog. For this reason
we recommend whenever possible to adopt the “shifted redshift cuts” convention. In the
following we always refer to the “shifted redshift cuts” convention unless explicitly mentioned
otherwise.
4.4 RSD shift Performance
Here we focus on the perturbation-level blinding shift ∆RSDz (section 3.3). Starting from
the original catalogs, we generate the set blinded mocks using the parameter values of row
“RSD only” in table 2 and a reference galaxy bias value of bref = 1.85. Then we apply the
methodology explained in section 4.2 to the set of blinded mocks.
The left panel of figure 8 shows the measurements obtained from 100 LOWZ mocks
for three different cases. The blue (solid) lines correspond to the multipoles measured from
the original catalogs. The green (dashed) lines correspond to the catalogs obtained after
removing the redshift-space component as an intermediate step during the reconstruction
procedure using the reference growth rate and galaxy bias. The quadrupole is almost zero,
which demonstrates that reconstruction efficiently removes the RSD-induced anisotropy on
in this paper we are presenting the results of 2216 sets of MCMC chains
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Figure 8. Left panel: measured monopole and quadrupole from 100 LOWZ SGC mocks. Thin lines
correspond to individual measurements, thick lines to their mean. Right panel: reconstructed real-
space quadrupoles for different choices of smoothing scales adopted in the RSD-blinding procedure.
large scales. As explained in section 3.3, for the blinding procedure we use the displacement
field obtained from the reconstructed real space positions to add a new RSD contribution
corresponding to the shifted growth rate. The multipoles measured from the blinded catalogs
are shown in red (dotted) lines.
One important ingredient of the blinding procedure is the choice of the smoothing scale
Rsm used to filter the discrete galaxy over-density field. For too-large value of Rsm the
small scale perturbations are washed out, and thus ignored. On the other hand, for a too-
small value of Rsm, the obtained field is dominated by nonlinear velocities, which cannot be
efficiently modelled. Hence, the choice of smoothing scale implies a trade-off between these
effects.
The right panel of figure 8 shows the reconstructed real space power spectra obtained
for three different smoothing scales. For Rsm = 15 h
−1 Mpc we see a bump for 0.05 <
k [ hMpc−1] < 0.20 indicating that anisotropies due to RSD are not properly removed. In
the same k-range, a smoothing scale of Rsm = 5 h
−1 Mpc leads to a negative quadrupole,
suggesting that it over-predicts the linear RSD anisotropies because of the superimposed
nonlinear velocities. We find that a value of Rsm = 10 h
−1 Mpc optimally reduces both
effects (for LOWZ and CMASS); thus we adopt this choice for the rest of this work. This
is also in agreement with previous findings as in Ref. [28]. The choice of smoothing scale is
further discussed in appendix A where we show that the procedure presented here is robust
to the choice of the smoothing scale.
We apply the full shape model introduced in § Full shape power spectrum model to the
blinded mocks and estimate the relevant parameters. The results for the recovered parameters
Θ = {α‖, α⊥, fσ8} for each individual mock are summarised in figure 9.
Since the AP-like shift is not included here, we expect no deviation due to blinding
for {α‖, α⊥}. As we can see from the two left columns, on average this is indeed the case:
statistically, the recovered parameters from the blinded mocks follow this expectation. This
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Figure 9. Effect of RSD-only shift blinding on full shape analysis results. Best-fit physical parameters
α‖ (left panels), α⊥ (middle panels) and fσ8 (right panel) from 100 mock realisations (green dots) and
their mean values (cyan stars) for the underlying (reference) cosmology and the blinded cosmology.
Upper panels show the measurements from the CMASS mocks, lower panels the LOWZ mocks and
the purple regions give the 1 − 2σ spread of the mocks. The dashed line shows the expected shift
of the mock distribution from the diagonal due to blinding. The blue dotted lines represent the
underlying values corresponding to the MD-Patchy mocks cosmology, whereas red dotted lines show
the “underlying” values of the blinded catalogs.
shows that RSD-like shifts along the LOS are not degenerate with the AP-like shifts: the
induced change of f due to blinding does not propagate into a systematic bias on α‖, α⊥.
The expected change due to blinding of fσ8 (see right columns) is given by the dashed
line parameterised as
y(x) = x+ (f shift − f ref)σref8 , (4.5)
corresponding to Eq. (3.19) multiplied by the matter density fluctuation amplitude of the
reference template σ8.
8 This can be understood by considering that, in standard RSD anal-
yses, f and σ8 are completely anti-correlated, and the measurements are thus sensitive to
their product only. As stated in section 3.3 here we decide to blind for f coherently following
Eq. (2.12), but this choice is not unique and could be replaced by a relation that also takes
into account the different evolution of σ8 with γ
shift, e.g., by rescaling f shift accordingly.
8Note that the method presented here does not allow one to blind for the value of σ8 itself, as we only shift
radial and not angular positions.
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Note that here we have deliberately chosen to show a very extreme shift towards γshift =
0. As presented in table 2, this corresponds to a 20% change of the growth rate parameter f
for CMASS and almost 50% for LOWZ galaxies (recall that effective redshifts are z∗ = 0.33
for LOWZ and z∗ = 0.6 for CMASS).
This consideration is key to understand the different behaviour of the mocks in figure 9.
While the blind CMASS catalogue matches the expectation very accurately, the value of
(fσ8)
′ is over predicted by ∼ 1σ for the LOWZ sample. The chosen value of γshift = 0, and
hence ∆γ = 0.55 indicates the upper limit for an accurate prediction for the growth rate after
blinding. This extreme case, while very illustrative, should not be applied if possible in any
realistic blinding scenario. The resulting catalog would still be blind, but the condition to
be able to “unblind parameter values without the need to rerun the analysis pipeline” would
not be satisfied.
The predictability of the blinding procedure proposed here for shifted values deviating
by (at least) up to 20% should be more than enough given the anticipated precision level of
future galaxy surveys.
Another important observation from figure 9 is that even mocks that are distant from
the dashed blue line follow eq. (4.5) very well. Therefore we conclude that even for mocks
with different best fit parameters with respect to the reference ones, the blinding shift can
be well predicted.
4.5 Combined shift Performance
Having shown the performance of the AP-like and the RSD shift individually, here we investi-
gate the performance when both shifts are combined. This provides a more realistic blinding
scenario, closer to the way we envision it to be applied to real data.
The first question to be addressed is how both shifts shall be combined. While in
principle the shifts can be applied in any order, in practice each operation on the catalog
relies on different inputs, different assumptions and has different optimisation requirements,
and thus the order does matter.
In particular, the AP-like shift ∆APz is cosmology-independent , as it does not depend
on Ωref , but only on the input ∆Ωshift propagating directly into the α-parameters which
describe generically the expansion history. While for this application we have decided to
adopt a wCDM-type expansion history, it could incorporate even more general models such
as varying dark energy or modified gravity.
On the other hand the RSD shift ∆RSDz relies on additional assumptions. The RSD
blinding algorithm requires, as input, reference values for {Ωrefm , wref} to convert redshifts to
comoving distances, and {f ref , bref , Rsm} to find a solution for the reconstructed smoothed
real-space over-density. Although the impact of an unphysical reference cosmology on the
obtained blinded catalog is small, it is important to recognise this conceptual difference with
respect to the AP-like shift, which is independent of Ωref .
In this case, if we were to first apply to the catalogue ∆APz, followed by ∆RSDz, the
intended deviation from the reference cosmology induced by ∆APz would propagate into the
calculation of ∆RSDz. We find that this leads to small but unnecessary biases contributing
to the computation of the final blinded catalog. Therefore, a more natural and recommended
choice consists in applying the shifts in reversed order. First, run the reconstruction-like
algorithm with input parameters tuned to catalogs generated from a reference cosmology
that match key properties of the sample. Second, take the RSD-blinded catalog and convert
redshifts to distances using a shifted cosmology (AP-like shift). Any biases that might occur
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Figure 10. Effect of AP-like+RSD shift blinding on prerecon (left panels) and postrecon (right pan-
els) BAO-only analyses. The panels show α‖ and α⊥ best-fit results for 100 mock realisations (green
dots) and their mean values (cyan stars) for the underlying cosmology and the blinded cosmology
(using AP only shifts). Upper (lower) panels display the measurements from the CMASS (LOWZ)
sample. Purple regions indicate the 68% and 95% confidence level regions. Dashed lines represent the
expected shift of the mock distribution from the diagonal due to blinding. Blue dotted lines represent
the underlying values corresponding to the MD-Patchy mocks cosmology, whereas red dotted lines
show the “underlying” values of the blinded catalogs.
during the first step (RSD shift) do not propagate into the second step (AP-like shift),
because the latter is purely geometrical, homogeneous and model-independent. Another
point in favour of this order is, that it nicely matches the order of steps in which the BAO
and RSD analyses is carried out. We first convert redshifts to distances using a reference
cosmology and then measure the summary statistic of choice. The idea of our scheme is to
carry out these steps “backwards” in order to mimic a different cosmology. Therefore, we
advocate to use the order “RSD shift first, AP-like shift second” for the combined blinding
shift and we adopt that strategy in what follows.
We blind the mocks according to the last entry of table 2. We carry out two dif-
ferent types of analysis: We fit the BAO anisotropic power spectrum model both to pre-
reconstruction (BAO prerecon fit) and post-reconstruction (BAO postrecon fit) mocks to
obtain constraints on the scaling parameters in section 4.5.1. In section 4.5.2 we show the
results obtained for the Full shape power spectrum model which is used to jointly fit the
scaling parameters and growth rate amplitude (FS fit).
4.5.1 BAO analysis results
Here we show the results of our BAO prerecon and postrecon fits. For reconstruction, we
follow the procedure explained in § Redshift-space distortions and reconstruction using an
input growth rate f ref(z) corresponding to ΛCDM (γref = 0.55), a galaxy bias of bref = 1.85,
and a smoothing scale of Rsm = 10 h
−1 Mpc both for the blinded and the original mock
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Figure 11. Effect of AP+RSD shift blinding on error-bars obtained from prerecon (left panels) and
postrecon (right panels) BAO fits. The shaded regions describe the 1σ-region when fitting a linear
regression to the mock distribution.
catalogs. The impact of choosing the same growth rate in both cases is very small as shown
in more detail in section 5.
All BAO fit results obtained from the original and the blinded mocks generated using
the combined shift are shown in figure 10. For the prerecon case (left panels) we see that the
agreement between the mock distribution and the prediction (dashed line) is as accurate as
that obtained for the AP-only shift in figure 7. This suggests, that the prerecon BAO analysis
results are stable against the additional RSD shift included in this section. In other words:
modifying the RSD signal at the catalog level leaves unaltered the information extracted
from the anisotropic BAO signal, confirming the discussion of the previous subsection. The
right panels show that reconstruction reduces the intrinsic scatter along the diagonal (note
that the x-axis and y-axis scales are the same for all subplots). This is expected, as recon-
struction enhances the BAO peak, which increases the signal-to-noise ratio. Furthermore,
reconstruction brings the mean of the mocks (cyan star) closer to the theoretical prediction
given by the blue and red lines, in particular for CMASS.
A potential worry with this procedure is that, as shown in Ref [51], using input pa-
rameters for the reconstruction procedure significantly different from the underlying ones,
may lead to biases in postreconstruction BAO analyses. Here, we find that also in the BAO
postrecon case the agreement between mock distribution and expectation is encouragingly
good.
In addition to the best-fit results, we are particularly interested in whether the blinding
scheme leads to a change of error bars, and hence the significance of the measurement.
Therefore, we show in figure 11 the errors on the scaling parameters on a mock-to-mock
basis with the same setup as in figure 10. Black lines indicate where the errors of blinded
and original mocks coincide, whereas purple dashed lines show a linear regression to the mocks
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Figure 12. “Full shape” fits on mocks with combined shift blinding. Comparison of recovered values
for α‖ (left panels), α⊥ (middle panels) and fσ8 (right panel) from 100 mock realisations (green
dots) and their mean values (cyan stars) for the underlying (reference) cosmology and the blinded
cosmology. Upper panels show the measurements from the CMASS mocks, lower panels the LOWZ
mocks and the purple regions give the 1−2σ spread of the mocks. The dashed line shows the expected
shift of the mock distribution from the diagonal due to blinding. The blue dotted lines represent the
underlying values corresponding to the MD-Patchy mocks cosmology, whereas red dotted lines show
the ‘underlying’ values of the blinded catalogs.
represented by green dots. Shaded contours show the 1σ-region of the linear regression. The
scatter of the error bars before and after blinding is consistent with the identity line. Only
for the CMASS postrecon case we observe a small trend towards smaller errors after blinding.
Again, this could be related to a suboptimal choice of input parameters for reconstruction
as for example the galaxy bias. Also note that blind measurements make use of a covariance
matrix obtained from unblind mocks, which could propagate into an over- or underestimation
of the error bars, depending on the shifted cosmology used to generate the blinded data. But
as figure 11 suggests, this effect is very small. Therefore we argue that the overall agreement
is promising and conclude that the blinding procedure does not lead to additional biases
corrupting the significance of the blind measurements.
4.5.2 FS analysis results
The results for the FS fits are shown in figure 12. As in figure 10, the green points correspond
to the different realisations and the cyan stars represent the mean of the mocks. It is possible
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Figure 13. Effect of combined AP+RSD shifts blinding for full shape analysis on the errors-bars.
Errors on α‖, α⊥ and fσ8 from 100 mock realisations (green dots) for the underlying (reference)
cosmology and the blinded cosmology (last entry of table 2). The errors before and after blinding
are centred around the diagonal indicating no systematic change. The dashed purple line is a linear
regression to the points and the shaded region its 1σ errors.
to appreciate that the inferred parameters from the blinded mocks are nicely aligned with
the dashed line, which is the expected “locus”. The fact that the cyan star does not coincide
with the intersection of the red and blue dotted line is not due to the blinding procedure
(in fact the systematic affects both determinations before and after blinding); it is possibly
caused by the modeling itself applied to “fast” mocks rather than full N-body and to the
relatively small number of realisations used.
Here, we also quantify the effect of the combined blinding on the recovered parameters
errors. This is illustrated in figure 13, for the same set up as in figure 12 (combined shifts, FS
fit). Again, the black diagonal line indicates where errors before and after blinding coincide
and the dashed purple line is a linear regression to the points with 1σ uncertainty given by
the shaded region. Similarly to figure 11, the errors before and after blinding are centered
around the diagonal indicating no systematic change. This demonstrates that blinding does
not affect significantly the error-bars.
4.5.3 χ2 before and after blinding
Another important consistency check is the comparison of best fit χ2 before and after blinding.
This is shown in figure 14 for all cases discussed in sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2. Again, each pair
of mocks is represented by a green dot and the black diagonal shows where the values before
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Figure 14. Effect of AP+RSD shift blinding on χ2 values from 100 mock realisations (green dots)
for all types of analysis considered here. The left, middle and right panels show the best fit χ2 for
BAO prerecon, BAO postrecon and FS respectively. The top row corresponds to CMASS and the
bottom row to LOWZ fits.
and after blinding coincide. We note that there is an intrinsic scatter of χ2 among the mocks
in a range of about 0.6 < χ2/ndf < 1.4. In general we see that the mock distribution is
aligned with the black diagonal, meaning that blinding does not systematically change the
χ2. However, there is some scatter around the diagonal, meaning that the blinding shift
can either improve or worsen the goodness of fit. Since this scatter is much smaller than
the intrinsic scatter of mocks, we argue that it is not relevant. Overall, the alignment along
the identity line of χ2 before and after blinding proves our blinding procedure to be stable
enough to be applied to spectroscopic galaxy survey data.
5 Worked example: application to BOSS DR12 data
We use BOSS DR12 catalog [52] to present a practical example of applying the blinding
procedure proposed in this paper to real data. The Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey
(BOSS) [53] is part of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey III [54]. BOSS measured spectroscopic
redshifts [55, 56] for more than 1 million galaxies in an effective volume of Veff = 7.4 Gpc
3.
The galaxy survey includes the LOWZ sample with 361 762 galaxies [57] covering the redshift
range of 0.15 < z < 0.43 and the CMASS sample, with 777 202 galaxies at 0.43 < z < 0.70.
We proceed by applying all the steps presented in sections 3.2 and 3.3 to create a
blinded catalog. We assume the same reference cosmology as given in table 1 and use the
shifted cosmology of the “Combined” case given in table 2. We use the shifted redshift
cuts convention explained in section 4.3. Hence, the blinded catalog contains 334 053 LOWZ
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galaxies in the redshift range 0.17 < z < 0.43 and 746 889 CMASS galaxies in the range
0.46 < z < 0.73; this corresponds to an effective redshift of 0.34 for LOWZ and 0.62 for
CMASS. Once obtained the blinded catalog, we create a synthetic random catalog matching
its number density distribution with redshift but with 50 times the number of objects. This
random catalog is used to calculate the blinded survey window function. For the power
spectrum measurement we proceed similarly to section 4.2 with the only difference being
that we use a finer grid with 10243 cells for the same volume.
The catalogs contain a certain set of weights to account for several observational effects:
a redshift failure weight (wrf), a fibre collision weight (wfc) and a weight (wsys) incorporating
angular systematics such as seeing conditions and stellar foreground [17]. These weights are
common to the original and blinded catalogs. The combined weight for each individual target
galaxy is given as
wc = wsys(wrf + wfc − 1) . (5.1)
For the power spectrum measurements we take the combined weight wc into account as
described in § Power spectrum estimator.
For the fits we use a wave number range of 0.02 < k [hMpc−1] < 0.20 for the monopole
and 0.04 < k [hMpc−1] < 0.20 for the quadrupole. The cut on the largest scales is chosen to
be more conservative than in the case of the MD-Patchy mocks due to the known presence
of systematic effects in the quadrupole for scales larger than k = 0.04 hMpc−1 as shown in
[58].
For the purpose of testing the effect of blinding on reconstruction we apply the re-
construction algorithm described in § Redshift-space distortions and reconstruction on the
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Figure 15. Full shape fit to the combined shift blinding applied to the BOSS DR12 data. 68% and
95% confidence level marginalised posteriors of the physical parameters α‖, α⊥ and fσ8 obtained
when fitting the FS model to the blinded (red contours) and the original catalog (blue contours) from
LOWZ (left) and CMASS (right) galaxy samples. The dashed contours are obtained by correcting the
blinded posteriors by eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) (fast unblinding) as indicated by the arrows. Blue dotted
lines mark the best-fit parameters obtained after rerunning the FS analysis on the unblinded catalog.
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Figure 16. Post-reconstruction anisotropic BAO fit to the combined shift blinding applied to the
BOSS DR12 data. The figure shows 68% and 95% confidence level marginalised posteriors of α‖, α⊥
and β obtained when fitting the BAO anisotropic model to the blinded (red contours) and the original
CMASS catalog (blue contours) post-reconstruction. In the left panel the same reference growth rate
f = 0.784 was used, while in the right panel we performed reconstruction on the blinded catalog
with f = 0.695 corresponding to the growth history we aimed to blind for. The dashed contours are
obtained by correcting the blinded posteriors by eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) (fast unblinding) as indicated by
the arrows. Blue dotted lines mark the best-fit parameters obtained after rerunning the BAO analysis
on the unblinded catalog.
blinded catalogs. We use the reference cosmology Ωref to convert redshifts to distances, a
galaxy bias of bref = 1.85, and a smoothing scale of Rsm = 10 h
−1 Mpc. We create two
sets of reconstructed catalogs using two different reference cosmologies. In one set we use the
reference value of the growth rate f(z) = f ref(z) corresponding to γ = 0.55 while in the other
set we use the shifted values (see table 2) corresponding to a growth history with γ = 0.825,
which is that of our target blind cosmology. We expect the choice of the reference cosmology
to deliver a more precise measurement on the reconstructed catalogs, as it would correctly
“undo” the RSD signal induced by blinding. To quantify the effect of a sub-optimal choice
of f we present results for these two representative values.
We proceed by fitting the FS model to the blinded catalogs and the BAO anisotropic
model to the reconstructed blinded catalogs with the same parameters and prior ranges as
given in table 3. Sometimes in the BOSS literature, these get referred to as “pre-recon” and
“post-recon” analyses, respectively. We fit the BAO anisotropic model to the mean of 1000
reconstructed original mock realisations with varying nonlinear damping scales. As a result
we find
ΣLOWZ‖ = 8.6 h
−1 Mpc ΣLOWZ⊥ = 5.8 h
−1 Mpc ,
ΣCMASS‖ = 4.3 h
−1 Mpc ΣCMASS⊥ = 4.3 h
−1 Mpc .
(5.2)
We keep these values fixed when analyzing the data, both for the blinded and the original
catalogs. Again, this is to follow the good practice of treating the blinded data in the same
way as if we would not know that it is blinded.
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In figure 15 we present blinded two-dimensional marginalised constraints (red contours)
from the FS analysis for model parameters α‖, α⊥ and fσ8 for the LOWZ (left panel)
and CMASS samples (right panel). In a similar fashion, we show the results for the BAO
anisotropic model parameters α‖ and α⊥ fitted to reconstructed CMASS catalogs in figure
16. On the left we use the reference value of the growth rate f ref and on the right the shifted
value f shift for reconstruction.
Next, we unblind in two steps as anticipated in figure 1. First, from our knowledge of
∆Ω we can directly use eqs. (3.17) and (3.19) to predict the expected underlying results:
α⊥(z∗) =
DshiftM (z∗)
DrefM (z∗)
α′⊥(z
′
∗) ,
α‖(z∗) =
Href(z∗)
Hshift(z∗)
α′‖(z
′
∗) ,
f = f ′ − f shift + f ref ,
(5.3)
where the primed quantities are measured from the blinded data. These shifts are indicated
by the black arrows and yield the dashed contours in figures 15 and 16. Then we repeat
the analysis on the unblinded (original) catalogs with the same settings as for the blinded
catalogs. The results are represented by the blue contours in figures 15 and 16, where the
position of the corresponding best fit parameters is represented by the vertical dotted blue
lines.
LOWZ and CMASS samples have been blinded coherently, but LOWZ is at lower red-
shift and covers a smaller effective volume; as a result the blinding-induced shift is less
significant in LOWZ than in CMASS.
Figure 15 shows an excellent agreement between the best-fit scaling parameters obtained
from the full shape analysis of the original catalog and those obtained from the blinded catalog
after correction of the estimated posterior. For fσ8 we observe a larger difference between
the measured and predicted, but this is a small fraction of a standard deviation, which in any
case is consistent with the effect of sample variance, as observed in the mocks (see fig. 12).
The size and shape of the confidence regions is also well recovered by the blinded posterior
after correction.
Figure 16 highlights the agreement of mean values and confidence regions of the scaling
parameters obtained post reconstruction from the anisotropic BAO analysis of the original
catalog and of the blinded catalog after correction. The mean values of scaling parameters are
recovered particularly accurately after unblinding (keeping in mind that reconstruction step
has been implemented on the blinded catalog). The figure also shows that the choice of the
adopted value of the growth rate parameter for reconstruction is not important: the difference
between the underlying and blinding values, ∆f ∼ 0.09 does not lead to a significant change
for the mean values nor for the error bars. We do observe that the choice of the shifted
growth rate delivers a slightly better match between the corrected and the original posteriors
(especially regarding the shape and not so much the position of the peak), but this can be
subject to statistical fluctuations.
The results of all fits described in this section are presented in table 4. As already
shown in figures 15 and 16, the recovered mean values by applying the “correction” of eq.
(5.3) to blinded catalogs agree very well with the actual measurements from the original
catalogs. Furthermore, we see that they do not significantly change the error bars. We
observe differences of the best-fit χ2 between blinded and original catalogs, but there is no
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preference towards increasing or decreasing it: for LOWZ it decreases after unblinding, while
for CMASS it increases. We argue, that this is likely to be a statistical fluctuation, that
we also observed for pairs of blinded/original mock catalogs (see for instance figure 14). All
results obtained from the original catalogs are within 1−σ agreement with previous analyses
such as [59]. Though, small difference sourced from the different choice of redshift cuts is
expected.
Finally, table 4 as well as figures 15 and 16 demonstrate that the blinding procedure
presented here is suitable to be applied to a real survey and it comfortably meets all the
criteria we initially required for a good blinding scheme.
Fit Sample Case α‖ α⊥ fσ8 χ2/ndf
FS
LOWZ
blinded 1.046± 0.079 0.927± 0.042 0.303± 0.091 45.3/(68− 11)
unblinded 1.085± 0.082 0.945± 0.043 0.383± 0.091 45.3/(68− 11)
original 1.086± 0.077 0.943± 0.043 0.398± 0.092 46.5/(68− 11)
CMASS
blinded 0.966± 0.040 0.965± 0.020 0.370± 0.050 38.8/(68− 11)
unblinded 1.017± 0.042 0.995± 0.021 0.424± 0.050 38.8/(68− 11)
original 1.027± 0.038 0.994± 0.019 0.431± 0.047 57.8/(68− 11)
BAO
+
post-
recon
(f ref)
LOWZ
blinded 0.977± 0.042 0.997± 0.033 - 61.3/(68− 17)
unblinded 1.014± 0.047 1.018± 0.036 - 61.3/(68− 17)
original 0.997± 0.039 1.036± 0.032 - 48.9/(68− 17)
CMASS
blinded 0.889± 0.019 0.980± 0.015 - 45.2/(68− 17)
unblinded 0.935± 0.021 1.010± 0.016 - 45.2/(68− 17)
original 0.941± 0.018 1.008± 0.014 - 59.6/(68− 17)
BAO
+
post-
recon
(f shift)
LOWZ
blinded 0.979± 0.042 0.995± 0.033 - 64.8/(68− 17)
unblinded 1.015± 0.045 1.015± 0.034 - 64.8/(68− 17)
original 0.997± 0.039 1.036± 0.032 - 48.9/(68− 17)
CMASS
blinded 0.893± 0.019 0.977± 0.015 - 44.9/(68− 17)
unblinded 0.940± 0.021 1.007± 0.016 - 44.9/(68− 17)
original 0.941± 0.018 1.008± 0.014 - 59.6/(68− 17)
Table 4. Parameter results, errors and best-fit χ2 for all the fits on BOSS LOWZ and CMASS data
presented in this section. The first rows correspond to the FS fits on the blinded, original and corrected
catalogs. The second and third groups of rows refer to the correction given by eq. (5.3) and visualized
in figures 15 and 16. The following rows represent the BAO anisotropic fits on reconstructed catalogs,
where reconstruction of blinded catalogs was carried out either with the reference growth rate or the
shifted growth rate. Note that for the original catalogs we always used the reference growth rate.
6 Conclusions and discussion
We have presented a novel catalog-level blinding scheme for galaxy redshift surveys. We have
shown how it is possible to shift the position of galaxies in a redshift- and density-dependent
way along the line of sight as to implement designed designed modifications to the measure-
ments of expansion history and growth rate. In particular it is possible to modify in a fully
controlled way, the physical parameters α‖, α⊥, fσ8, where the first two (scaling parameters)
describe the background expansion history and the latter the growth of perturbations. These
parameters can be shifted coherently across redshift and galaxy samples according to a cho-
sen cosmological model, but shifts can also be applied in a much more flexible way. By not
altering the galaxies’ angular positions, this approach avoids adding unnecessary complica-
tions into the treatment of angular systematics and makes accidental unblinding extremely
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1. Pick a reference cosmology with pa-
rameters (cosmological and physical) Ωref .
Pick a set of shift parameters ∆Ω so that
Ωshift = Ωref + ∆Ω as described in sec-
tion 3.1. Note that given Ωshift and Ωref ,
Ωblind is known.
2. Given a set of galaxies with observed red-
shifts zi transform these into distances using
the reference cosmology.
3. Apply RSD shift from section 3.3,
eq. (3.18).
4. Apply AP-like shift of eq. (3.11).
Inputs:
measured
redshifts
Outputs:
Blind
catalog +
reference
cosmology
5. This produces the blinded catalog. Dis-
tribute blinded catalog and reference cosmol-
ogy. Keep original catalog, ∆Ω and Ωblind
hidden until “unblinding”.
Figure 17. Summary of the proposed blinding procedure presented in this paper. In case that
blinding for the growth rate is not necessary, step 3 can be skipped.
unlikely. In addition, the blinding technique does not significantly affect the shape of the
marginalised posterior distributions of the measured parameters when the covariance matrix
appropriately describe the blinded statistics.
An executive summary of our blinding scheme is shown in figure 17. It can be understood
as a zoom into the “blind box” of figure 1, that shows our proposal for how to embed blinding
in standard clustering analyses.
By applying the proposed blinding scheme to a suite of mock survey catalogs, we have
shown (either explicitely or by construction) that it satisfies all the requirements for a good
blinding procedure: i) the effect on observables and best-fit parameters can be predicted
easily; ii) it is difficult to unblind accidentally; iii) it does not interfere with key analysis
aspects (especially regarding systematics); iv) it does not change significantly the error bars;
v) it is not too numerically intensive vi) it is easy to infer unblinded parameter constraints
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with enough accuracy prior to rerun the analysis pipeline again on the original catalog.
In particular, we have verified and quantified the robustness and accuracy of of the
proposed blinding scheme regarding points iv) and vi); the parameters posterior obtained for
the blind catalog can be shifted back analytically to recover to a good approximation the
posterior for the original catalog. This can be done for example, directly from the output of
MCMCs. In addition, the proposed blinding methodology fulfills points i and v by design.
The optimal performance of the blinding (regarding points iv and vi) depends on the
magnitude of the blinding shift applied: the larger the shift the less robust the approach
becomes; too large deviations between the reference and the shifted cosmology can spoil
the predictability of the blinding scheme, because some of the usually made approximations
may fail (fixed covariance matrix, adoption of reference model etc.). The choice of how
much the shifted values can deviate from the reference parameters should depend on the
forecasted sensitivity of the data, and should probably not exceed deviations of 3σ. We have
demonstrated how a large shift leads to a (graceful) degradation of performance by shifting
the growth rate parameter by 50%; even in this extreme case, only point vi) slightly looses
accuracy.
To satisfy all the above criteria to a high level of fidelity (especially point iv)) the
approach can be tuned (beyond setting reasonable shifts amplitudes). For example, the
smoothing scale intrinsic to the reconstruction procedure may be adjusted to reduce noise,
but a sub-optimal choice does not affect the recovered parameter values. Similarly, the choice
of the linear bias parameter and the growth rate f adopted for the reconstruction step, may
affect the error-bars estimated from the (blinded or original) catalog, if they do not match
the “underlying values”. However, in this work we have found that the effect of the latter is
very small.
Another point, also common to the traditional (non-blind) analyses, is the calibration
of the mock survey catalogs used to estimate the covariance matrix. It is well known that to
yield a correct estimate of the parameters errors, the amplitude of clustering in the mocks
used to estimate the covariance must match the clustering amplitude of the data. But the
clustering amplitude is not well known when the mocks are being created (before the data
are taken and/or because the data are blind). Usually this calibration is done at the halo
occupation distribution level and on small non-cosmological scales, and in this case one has
the freedom to calibrate the mocks to the blinded data or to the original catalog. Should
the mocks be calibrated on the blind catalog, one possibility is that, at the unblinding step,
the galaxies positions in the mocks can be shifted “back” with a procedure similar to the
blinding done on the data but in the opposite direction. In this way the mocks would match
more closely the clustering properties of the original data.
Finally we have applied the procedure to the BOSS DR12 data release, which serves
also as an illustrative example of how the whole process (from original data, to build catalog,
analysis, unblinding procedure until final results) could be implemented in practice. Even
for BOSS data, we have demonstrated that the blinding procedure recovers to high accuracy
the official (original) results.
We have not discussed the criteria for freezing the analysis pipeline and going ahead
with unblinding because this may be very experiment-specific. We have only commented here
that any criteria based on the value of the best-fit χ2 (whether can be deemed acceptable or
not) should take into consideration the spread in best-fit χ2 values observed in fig. 14. The
spread in best-fit χ2/ndf values for both the original catalog and the blinded one range from
∼ 0.5 to ∼ 1.5. The spread induced by blinding is a fraction of that scatter and there is no
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systematic trend: blinding does not statistically alter the best-fit χ2 values, but the criteria
for defining an “acceptable” χ2 should be calibrated on a suite of survey mocks.
While we have only tested explicitly the full shape and anisotropic BAO analyses, there
is no reason to believe that the proposed scheme would not work for non-template-based
analysis methods such as EFTofLSS [60], [61] . Moreover, being only a line-of-sight shift, it
is probably possible to generalise the scheme to other tracers such as Lyman-α, quasars or
line-intensity mapping.
To conclude, we have presented a fast, robust and reliable catalog-level blinding scheme
for galaxy redshift catalogs. We envision that it will be of value to increase the robustness of
cosmological results from forthcoming spectroscopic surveys and making their cosmological
implications free from possible confirmation bias and experimenter’s bias.
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Figure 18. This figure shows FS fit results fo RSD-only blinding on fσ8, σfσ8 and best fit χ
2 from
100 LOWZ and CMASS realizations. Each panel compares different values of smoothing scale used
during the blinding process. The black dashed line in the left panels gives the theoretical expectation
for the blinding shift. Colored dashed lines in the middle and right panels are linear regression fits to
the mock distributions.
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A Effect of choice of smoothing scale
Here we extend the discussion on the choice of smoothing scale which was touched upon
in section 4.4. Figure 8 illustrates that adopting a too small smoothing scale produces a
field dominated by nonlinear velocities, which are hard to model. A too large smoothing
scale instead washes out small scale perturbations. Since the f parameter is affected by
blinding only at scales above the smoothing scale, choosing a smoothing scale that is too
large compared to the smallest scales included in the analysis would yield an effective scale-
dependent f in the blinded catalog. When applying the RSD shift to a catalog different from
BOSS, we envision that the choice of smoothing scale should be calibrated on specific survey
mocks beforehand. However, we do not expect that using a suboptimal smoothing will have
a significant impact on the results.
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Figure 18 shows mean (fσ8) values, errors and best-fit χ
2 before and after blinding
for different smoothing scales for LOWZ and CMASS mocks. We can see from the left
column, that in all cases the mean values of (fσ8) are nearly identical. Only in the case of
Rsm = 15 h
−1 Mpc the distribution is slightly broadened. This is also reflected by the error
distribution presented in the middle column, showing a small increase of the errors after
blinding. For smaller smoothing scales the error bars do not deviate from the original ones.
From the right panels we see that there is a non-significant trend towards higher χ2 with
decreasing smoothing scale. Note that the overall χ2 distribution is slightly offset from the
diagonal. This is related to the fact, that we show here a very extreme blinding shift towards
γ = 1.0. We do not observe a systematic discrepancy in χ2 before and after blinding for more
realistic blinding scenarios, as shown in figure 14.
We conclude that the dependence of the performance of the blinding procedure the
specific choice of the smoothing scale is small enough, so that it does not need to be included
in the modeling when analysing blinded catalogs. However, we suggest to calibrate the
smoothing scale on mocks beforehand in order to minimise mis-estimation of the error bars.
B Impact of deviations from the reference cosmology
Here, we study whether the template used for the FS analysis has any impact on parameter
constraints when applied to blinded catalogs. Other works ([41], [42], [62]) have shown
that the model-independent template fit approach delivers robust BAO and RSD results
independent of the choice of template. To validate that these findings also hold for galaxy
catalogs, that have been modified using the blinding scheme presented here, we proceed as
follows:
In addition to the reference template we generate two linear power spectra with a
cosmology far away from the reference one, that we call Low-Om and High-Om. They have
either a smaller value with respect to Ωrefm of Ω
low
m = 0.286 or a higher value of Ω
high
m = 0.35
and other differences are specified in table 5.
Cosmology Ωm Ωbh
2 h σ8 ns Mν [eV] rd [Mpc]
MD-Patchy 0.307115 0.02214 0.6777 0.8288 0.9611 0 147.66
Ref 0.31 0.022 0.676 0.8288 0.9611 0.06 147.78
Low-Om 0.286 0.023 0.7 0.82 0.96 0 147.15
High-Om 0.35 0.022 0.676 0.814 0.97 0.056 143.17
Table 5. Values of cosmological parameters and sound horizon at radiation drag for the MD-
Patchy mocks cosmology and the cosmologies that were used to generate the different power spectrum
templates for this analysis.
Next, we fit the FS model to the mean of 1000 original and blinded Patchy mock
catalogs using the 3 different templates. We choose a wavevector range of 0.02hMpc−1 <
k < 0.15hMpc−1. The mocks are blinded using the reference and shifted cosomology of the
“Combined shift” case, specified in table 2.
The performance of the different templates in reproducing the expected shift in the FS
model parameters
{
α‖, α⊥, fσ8
}
due to blinding is shown in table 6. The expectation for
the ratio of scaling parameters and difference in fσ8 between original and blinded catalogs
for LOWZ and CMASS is given by the first row. These values are independent of the
choice of template, while the absolute values of the scaling parameters are not, because of
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their dependence on the fiducial cosmology. The subsequent rows show the results obtained
from our MCMC fits to the mean of 1000 mocks using the different templates described
by the cosmologies presented in table 5. We find a good agreement between theory and
expectation for all three choices of template, despite the rather extreme differences among
their cosmologies. This shows that galaxy clustering analyses based on a varying template
approach can be applied without a problem to blinded catalogs.
Case
α′‖/α‖ α
′
⊥/α⊥ fσ8 − (fσ8)′
z = 0.33 z = 0.60 z = 0.33 z = 0.60 z = 0.33 z = 0.60
Expectation 0.9637 0.9502 0.9800 0.9702 0.0809 0.0541
Ref 0.960 ± 0.003 0.951 ± 0.002 0.982 ± 0.001 0.973 ± 0.001 0.091 ± 0.003 0.054 ± 0.002
Low-Om 0.965 ± 0.003 0.949 ± 0.002 0.981 ± 0.002 0.972 ± 0.001 0.078 ± 0.004 0.055 ± 0.003
High-Om 0.969 ± 0.003 0.956 ± 0.002 0.985 ± 0.002 0.978 ± 0.001 0.083 ± 0.004 0.058 ± 0.002
Table 6. The expected deviations in scaling parameters and fσ8 between the original and blinded
catalogs compared to the results from the fits on the mean of 1000 LOWZ and CMASS mocks for
each template. We show ratios/differences instead of absolute values, because their expected values
are independent of the template. All differences between expectation and prediction are below the 1%
level, even for large deviations in cosmological parameters for the Low-Om and High-Om templates.
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